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tender age of 20, which has left a void in the
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Dom, as he was affectionately called by all
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Our Hero

Dominic's life was unexpectedly taken at the
hearts of all of those who knew and loved him.

BLUE DEVILS

His Fans

his memory..
Mom:
Terace Livingston

those who knew him, was full of life and

enjoyedbeing with his family and friends.
From a young child to his last days, he lived

Step-Dad:
Nick Acree

and breathed football and had manysuccesses

Brothers:

throughout his schooling. Dom loved to

Larry & Bishop

workout, enjoyed swimming, was very athletic,
and always up for a challenge or to compete in

Grandmother:
Sophie Livingston

any way. He was a graduate of the Lebanon
High School Class of 2020 in Tennessee.

Uncle/Father Figure:

Dominic was handsome, smart, had a good

heart, and would give anything he had or could

to help others. Dom was adnired and loved by
his brothers and cousins and would always

encourage and push them to be and do their
very best. His brothers referred to him as their
inspiration and superhero. Dom had no fear,

was very tough and con dent in all that he did,
and discreet in many things at times. He was
loyal and committed to whatever he was
involved in. Dom had dreams of traveling the
world and living his best life.

Belton

Livingston IIII

Aunts:
Shantelle, Angel,
Heather
Great Aunt: Loretta
Many Cousins
His Homies & Friends
Dog: Puma

Preceded in

death...grandfather:
Belton Livingston Jr.

Dom loved to eat especially chocolate, candy,
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chocolate chip pancakes, and his collection of

enjoyed hanging out and enjoying time with
his friends. He made sure his friends were

treated with respect whenever he was around.
Dom was charming, loving, and was always
being comical and even sarcastic, as he always

tried to make those around him happy and feel
loved. Girls loved him and enjoyed his

charisna. He could say something that would

brighten your day.
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sneakers. He was very sociable, well loved, and
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